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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

| Boston Edison Company Docket No. 50-293
Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station License No. DPR-35

As a result of the inspection conducted on July 16, 1985 - August 19, 1985, and
in accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR 2, Appendix C), the following
violation was identified:

|

|- Technical Specification Tables 3.1.1 and 3.2.A require that the trip level
| setting for the main steam line high radiation monitors be maintained less
| than or equal to seven times normal full power background while the reactor

is at power or the appropriate reactor protection system (RPS) and primary
containment isolation system (PCIS) trip systems shall be tripped.

Contrary to the above, on the following dates the trip level settings for the
"B" and "C" main steam line high radiation monitors were not maintained less
than or equal to seven times normal full power background while the reactor
was at power and the appropriate RPS and PCIS trip systems were not tripped.

1. Between August 10 and 12, 1985, the "B" monitor trip level setting was
greater than seven times full power background.

2. Between August 9 and 13, 1985, the "C" monitor trip level setting was

j greater than seven times full power background,
i

This is a Severity Level IV Violation (Supplement I). .

i Pursuant to the provision of 10 CFR 2.201, Boston Edison Company is hereby required
to submit to this office within thirty days of the date of the letter which trans-
mitted this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply, including (1) the
corrective steps which have been taken and the results achieved; (2) corrective
steps which will be taken to avoid further violations; and (3) the date when full!

; compliance will be achieved. Where good cause is shown, ctnsideration will be
i given to extending this response time.
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